The processes occurring in the solar atmosphere are diverse and depend on many important factors. For example, from magnetic fields, their sudden changes, from emissions of substance from the depths of the Sun, distribution of shock waves and plasma jets, etc. The paper describes the model of formation of the charged volumes of gas in solar atmosphere, which is called solar "storm clouds" by analogy with terrestrial storm clouds. The model will be based on the theory ionization equilibrium and the Saha equation.
Chromosphere above 1500 km is essentially a set of relatively dense gas fibers, with density of particles n H ≈ 10 10 -10 11 cm -3 and temperature Т ≈ 6000-15000 0 К, and jets with a much more rarefied gas between them. 4-5 thousand km above are only spicules [1] .
In the cell of a chromospheric network gas spreads from the center to periphery at a speed of 0,3-0,4 km/sec. The magnetic field at the boundary cells is enhanced, average lifetime of such a formation -about a day. The horizontal spreading of the ionized gas from the center of a cell to periphery rakes a weak magnetic field (with vertical lines of force). Enhancement of the field is intensifying the glow of the chromosphere near the borders of the grid, just as it is in weak active regions [6] .
The intensity of the radiation of the chromosphere as a whole is small. For stars of solar type found that the chromospheric emission lines in Н, K, and etc. decreases with decreasing rotation speed of stars and their age. According to this criterion, the Sun -a star is quite old with low activity.
The most rarefied and hottest part of a solar atmosphere is the corona. Its temperature reaches a million degrees, the corona can be traced from the limb and to the distance of a few solar radiuses. Very important is the fact that the corona is visible only during a total solar eclipse; we can watch it by the special device -the coronagraph.
The whole solar atmosphere to be in constant oscillatory movements, both vertically and horizontally. These oscillations have a resonance character, and occur with a frequency of approximately once every 5 minutes. Because these oscillations is very strongly influenced by the magnetic fields of our luminary, in case of sharp increase in magnetic activity in some areas the Sun can be observed a surprising phenomenon -the corona prominences, flocculi in the chromosphere, facula and spots in photosphere. The most significant and large scale events (affecting all layers of the solar atmosphere) are solar flares.
II. Formation of volumetric charges in atmosphere of the Sun
The processes occurring in the solar atmosphere are diverse and depend on many important factors. For example, from magnetic fields, their sudden changes, from emissions of substance from the depths of the Sun, distribution of shock waves and plasma jets, etc. Consider the model of formation of the charged volumes of gas in solar atmosphere, which is called solar "storm clouds". The model will be based on the theory ionization equilibrium and the Saha equation. They describe the equilibrium and the local quasi-equilibrium ionization of gases [5, 10, 15] 
III. Method ionization equilibrium
Consider a general thermodynamic description of the reactions occurring in gaseous medium. General conditions of chemical equilibrium of reactions follows from the law of mass action For example, for the reaction of formation water molecules
. This reaction has explosive character in normal conditions of nature -the explosion of a hydrogenoxygen gas mixture.
In general the reactive component may be several. The chemical potential of each gas mixture is equal to [10] ) Chemical equilibrium constant is given by
Here and below, chosen system of units:
This expression is directly related to the well-known formula of the law of mass action
Note, the law of mass action is carried out for the reactions between the dissolved substances, if their concentrations in the solvent are small [3] .
The law also valid for the reactions of ionization and recombination of atoms. This situation also takes place for processes in weakly ionized gases.
IV. Saha equation
The problem of the «ionization equilibrium» monoatomic plasma is as follows. We assume, that at low temperatures the gas consists of neutral atoms. Then, with increasing temperature the atoms ionized by collisions and recombination radiations: single - A , singly ionized atom - 1 A , doubly ionized -2 A , etc. [2] . Actually, the ionization equilibrium is a special case of chemical equilibrium. In application to these reactions the law of mass action leads to system of the equations
where 0 C -concentration of neutral atoms, 1 C , 2 C ,… -concentration of ions with different degrees, and C -concentration of free electrons. Equality 
where
-statistical weight of atoms or ions (L, S -their orbital angular momentum and spin), m e -electron mass, Reduced system of equations (5) determines the concentration of various ions and gives their functional dependence with change of temperature (the formula of Saha) [3] .
When increasing the temperature, increasing the number of ionized atoms, and when the temperature of ions and electrons recombine and form neutral atoms. Concentrations are usually defined as the ratio of the number of particles in this grade to the total number of particles in the medium [16] .
V. The ionization of weakly ionized hydrogen plasma
Consider the ionization of gas molecules in the solar atmosphere at different temperatures. In collisions of hydrogen molecules occur as dissociation and ionization. We write, for example, reactions that require a significant amount of energy on The ionization processes, considered as the chemical equilibrium reaction, the temperature dependences of ion concentrations are defined by similar equilibrium constants -
. It should be noted, of course, additional internal degrees of freedom in the diatomic hydrogen molecules and molecular ions [14] . [7, 12, 13] .
Layers at the border itself flows and areas of "friction" are areas of partial mutual penetration of charged particles, i.e. ions, ionic molecules and electrons.
VI. Model of formation of "storm clouds" in the solar atmosphere
Consider the flow in chromosphere of the Sun. Analysis of observations and calculations have shown, that even at a temperature of 6000 ºК concentration ratio of the negative hydrogen ion and a neutral hydrogen atom is equal (Fig.3) . It should be noted that even at high temperatures the concentration of neutral hydrogen molecules 2 H in the ground electronic state to several orders magnitude higher than the concentration of ions For us important that even in low ionization temperature differences in the concentrations of ions of different charges, in particular, ions In the ionization zone and friction can be turbulent motions and plasma oscillations of free electrons relative to positive ions. Some of these electrons will be trapped by ions or atoms in that part of the zone where conditions for their capture would be advantageous.
Thus, in the scheme of Figure 5 , the bottom of the friction zone and ionization Formed "charged clouds" will form in the solar atmosphere a complex system of electric and magnetic fields, supplementing the electric and magnetic fields from the other structures of the Sun and its atmosphere.
Using data from the temperature dependences of ion concentrations can be estimated the total uncompensated volumetric charge of the Sun "storm clouds". They are formed in the colliding gas flows on the borders in the chromospheres spiciles of the Sun. We consider that these uncompensated charges in divergent flows are equal, but opposite in sign.
The volumetric uncompensated charge in the clouds is the product of a unit charge to the total number of ions (two and multiple ionization will be considered small in magnitude)
where е -unit charge, − H N the total sum of ions in the gas stream. This sum can be determined, knowing the sizes and flow temperature, and ion concentration of the given grade. From the observations and spectral analysis follows, that 
These «storm clouds» will form strong network of electric fields in the solar atmosphere, and with the motion of flows -will form strong magnetic fields. An original cause of the energy of these fields is giant energy of rotation of the Sun and thermal energy which emanating from its depths [3] .
For accurate calculations, of course, should take into account several important factors. This is turbulence of flows, the influence of magnetic fields, the influence of fluctuation of the density associated with shock and periodic waves in the solar atmosphere, effect of the radiation flux, etc.
Unevenness of the eruption of matter and radiation from the Sun, changing the complex structure of magnetic fields and convective flows create conditions for the permanent oppositely formation for the charged gas streams. Their categories -«solar lightning», is a permanently ongoing processes which serve as background to wellknown flares and active regions in the solar atmosphere.
VII. Conclusion
This article was reviewed by some of the diverse and interesting phenomena occurring in the solar atmosphere. We have touched upon only those them that have been associated with the formation and development of volumetric atmospheric electrical charges and their features.
On the Sun we call them «storm clouds» by analogy with terrestrial storm clouds. They are carriers of large magnitude of electric charges, which occurring lightnings -electrical discharges.
In the solar atmosphere also occur lightnings, i.e. electrical discharges, emissions of plasma (spicules, coronal mass ejections and flares, etc.).
Have been made estimations the magnitude of the electric charge of the vast masses of gas flows in the solar atmosphere, having different temperatures and, often, opposite of the direction of motion. It was clear, that the huge energy of motion of these masses is transformed by collisions to the huge potential of the electric field, i.e. uncompensated electric charges collected in the three-dimensional structure -gas plasma clouds in the Sun.
The important things is that the concentrations of different ions have different temperature dependence. The reason for this is their electronic structure, i.e. especially the internal quantum mechanic structure of the energy levels of these ions and ionic molecules. But important to the development of macroscopic atmospheric processes is not only microscopic characteristics of ions (such as energy of ionization or dissociation, their mass and molecular structure, the moments, oscillatory and rotational spectra, etc.), but also macroscopic characteristics of gas flows, external fields and radiation.
As the temperature changes the concentration of some ions can significantly exceed the concentration of other ions, even if the concentration at a given temperature were equal to each other, it gives a key to understanding of why volumetric charges can be separated in space.
There are important features of motion flows relative to each other, which have different temperatures. First, if flows do not have relative motion, the difference of temperatures between them cannot long persist. Second, if relative motion is small, the large volumetric charges of opposite sign cannot be deducted any extended time away from each other. And only, if the relative motion of flows is sufficient in magnitude, then it can spread the volumetric charges away from each other and maintain their own temperature in each of the streams almost unchanged.
Locally isolated volumetric and electrically charged object -a "the storm cloud" can be discharged, when it met with another cloud, which having an opposite charge and emerged in a similar way elsewhere. An example of this, in our opinion, can serve as a terrestrial storm clouds and the behavior of gas flows in the spicules in the chromospheres of the Sun.
